
Work with development teams and product managers to ideate software
solutions
Design client-side and server-side architecture
Build the front-end of applications through appealing visual design
Develop and manage well-functioning databases and applications
Write effective APIs
Test software to ensure responsiveness and efficiency
Troubleshoot, debug and upgrade software
Create security and data protection settings
Build features and applications with a mobile responsive design
Write technical documentation
Work with data scientists and analysts to improve software

Web Cannon-Z | Product Manager
webcannonz.com
June 2020 - Present |  Bangalore, Karnataka

 Full Stack Role
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PERSONAL PROFILE

WORK EXPERIENCE

I'm a Full Stack Engineer with 5+ years of experience. I design and architect end to end large scale Web Applications. I
am proficient in both Frontend and Backend Frameworks Deployment along with CI/CD.

I have a strong background in Web Development, Mobile Development, Digital Marketing, SEO, Content Writing,
Graphic Design, and UI/UX Design.

My expertise includes: NodeJs, ReactJs, MongoDB, ExpressJs,  React Native, Firebase, HTML,CSS3, JS, Bootstrap3-4
Preferred Stack: MERN

CONTACT

EDUCATION

ACSCE 
Aeronautical Engineer
 2011-2015

St. Joseph's PU College
Pre University - Science
2008-2010

BHSS
 Highschool Degree
2005-2008

Responsible for all website content and for creating and implementing the
content strategy to ensure best user experience.
Responsible for ensuring that the website is easily found by the target
audience. Optimizing website structure and content for search engines
(SEO) and/or the use of paid online advertising (SEM) to drive relevant
traffic to their website.
Responsible for converting website visits into online sales. Making sure
online shopping experience as easy as possible and by introducing
special deals.
Responsible for managing the online presence and brand of a company
using social networking tools such as Facebook, Twitter, LinkedIn,
Instagram to engage with consumers in real time

Digital Marketing Role

66 completed projects
46 - 5 star reviews

Fiverr | https://www.fiverr.com/spook_san
Fiverr.com
March 2020 - Present 

https://www.fiverr.com/spook_san


Use a variety of programming languages in order to create user-friendly
web pages 
Maintain and improve company website
Maintain company's GitHub and oversee merges to main branches 
Work in multidisciplinary team with other professionals such as back-end
developers and web designer
Build high-quality mockups and design different prototypes
Provide high-quality graphics and visual elements
Design mobile-based features
Always stay consistent with our brand guidelines

Frontend Role

 S U R Y A  K U M A R

Build Responsive Custom Websites as per client requirements.
Collaborate with the backend team to make custom designs, responsive
and dynamic. 
Specifying and evaluating new web technologies, and solutions
Make appropriate changes on live pages and merging on GitHub

Excel Business Solutions | Frontend Developer 
excelbizsolutions.com
Dec 2018 – Oct 19 | Bangalore, India

Attended to both Frontend, and Backend web development tasks on the
company's website.
Tasks such as but not limited to redesigning certain portions of the
website, uploading products.
Implementing coupon programs, creating product pages, resolving server
issues, and fixing website 
Specifying and evaluating new web technologies, and solutions
Make appropriate changes on live pages and merging on GitHub

The Wah Brand | Frontend Developer 
wahwomen.com
Oct 2017 – Nov 18 | Bangalore, India

Collaborate with Divisional Heads and develop Weathi.com into a full
fledged Vertically Integrated Company.
Project Planning and timeline for each project.
Assignment of each project to suitable teams and draw daily tasks and
goals.
Make sure the teams complete their daily tasks.
Provide project status to Higher Management.
Handle all the Administrative duties of Indian branch office.
Team Staffing and allocating budgets.

Weathi | Sr. Frontend Developer & Product Manager 
weathi.com
Oct 2019 - June 2020 |  Kochi, Kerala

Administrative Role



 S U R Y A  K U M A R

Directed a successful SEO and link-building campaign to increase website
traffic and subscriptions
Analyzed Data and made suggestions to follow a Niche and was
implemented
Defined Campaign effectiveness and adjusted strategies accordingly

Spook YouTube | Digital Media Intern 
youtube.com/c/spookmaster
Oct 2016 – Jun 17 | Bangalore, India


